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A healer is one who creates for others
the space in which they

can heal themselves.

“There are many paths to truth. None of them is the only true truth. Take 
responsibility to find your own path, and accept the one that resonates with you. 
This is where your true strength lies. "

“You are infinite, limitless creatures living in the field of polarity, therefore, it 
seems to you that you are limited in everything. Get used to thinking that energy is 
infinite in all areas - this is the only thing that will help you change the world. "

"The solution is not to feed people once, they need to be shown how to 
grow a garden."

I thought for a long time - with what words to start my report, which continues 
the algorithm of human recovery that I have begun. For an introduction, I took words 
from the book by Steve Rother and the Group “Welcome Home. Life on the New Planet 
Earth ".

I want to share
human recovery, tested on a large number of patients over the past year. Perhaps 
my work will seem strange to someone, but I want to completely sincerely share 
what I get. Since a large number of patients who stand behind me today and 
understand how they have become more objective in assessing the world around 
them, do not allow me to hide the data obtained. I do not at all take responsibility 
to assert that this path is the only one. But it is one of those that can be 
implemented with the help of the possibilities of ART diagnostics offered to us.

The previous stages of therapy were consistently reflected in the reports of 2005 and 
2007. Let me remind you of the main steps.

Step 1 - preparation for work with DNA, removal of intoxication with free 
radicals, work with infectious agents at 1-2 levels.

Step 2 - work on changing the DNA destruction program. Step 3 
- antifungal therapy.
Step 4 - working with the karmic body.
Step 5 - working with an atmic window, installing a magnetic center, 

removing immunodeficiency states.
Today I want to tell you 4 more steps of therapy.
Step 6 - working with the delusion test proposed by K. Mkhitaryan. I believe 

that working on this test gives deeper results precisely after completing the 
previous 5 steps. I will try to explain my point of view.

“The process does not stop. Time and events move forward. It seems like it's 
time to combine and balance solid scientific knowledge and an intuitive approach.

by their developments on the way further
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to the treatment of patients. " "Body and mind are inseparable from each other 
and in fact are different facets of one, whole being." "If you go a little deeper into 
the body than superficial symptomatic treatment allows, you will find 
consciousness." These are quotes from the book “Body-Emotional Liberation. 
Beyond Consciousness ”by John E. Upledger, Doctor of Osteopathy, a member of 
the Osteopathic Society.

Earlier, I have already noted that our subconscious knows everything. If you 
ask him correctly, then we will find out the most acceptable way of improving a 
person's well-being at the moment. This can be traced very clearly during mental 
work.

First, a few words about what we should come to in the end. We already 
know that we have a physical body and an energy shell, which consists of several 
layers = bodies. This energy shell must be of a certain size. At first I thought it 
should be about 9 meters in diameter. Then the figure of 12.5 meters began to 
flicker. So, it turns out that our energy shell should not have boundaries! It is 
endless!

I will try to explain it using examples available to all of us. This situation can 
be compared to our physical body. It contains millions of cells, but the cerebral 
cortex knows about every cell in our body. There are not many infinities - she is 
one. When we all have energy sheaths without boundaries, we will all merge into 
one energy organism. And each of us will become a cell of this great education.

The question arises - why do I need this? There are two main reasons. First, 
when we become part of a single, large organism, we can count on its support in 
all difficult situations for us. (Comparison. We are walking along the road, we 
twisted our leg. Our entire large physical body understands that we need to give 
unloading to the injured leg for recovery. We take a stick, crutch, chair and for 
several days we focus on the second leg, that is, we give the opportunity to the 
injured leg There is an expression among the people: “God will help.” This means 
that when it is hard for us, events and situations arise around us, people appear 
who give us, first of all, moral and often material help. Of course, sometimes we 
are from this help we refuse due to misunderstanding.)

The second reason. When in our physical body each organ works for itself, 
i.e. pulls the energy blanket over itself, our body is torn apart by diseases. Each of 
our organs is a musical instrument in a large orchestra. And if everyone plays their 
own melody, there is no music. When our organs in the physical body begin to 
work, reckoning with each other, helping each other, our inner orchestra begins to 
give birth to melody = harmony. Music begins to be born inside the physical body, 
which we begin to broadcast outside. Why are we living in a sick society now? Every 
man for himself! So, we are one of the first people who are tired of living in a sick 
society. We ourselves also want to live in a society without envy, jealousy, 
aggression, and, naturally, we want this for our children and grandchildren. In the 
context of the development of civilization on planet Earth, such situations have 
already happened. We all read a lot. We know that there was once Lemuria, 
Atlantis, the Mayan civilization. These civilizations have reached a high level of 
development and technological progress because they worked as a whole. Each 
performed the task entrusted to him,
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was an important cog in one big machine, and all together moved development 
forward. There is not a single unnecessary organ in our body. So in a large energy 
organism, each of us is not an extra, but an important and necessary screw.

To join the unified field and be equal among equals, we must first of all get 
rid of our psychological complexes. And in order to do this, you first need to 
restore the physical body. In a healthy body
- a healthy Spirit. One gets the impression that once upon a time there was a huge 
explosion on Earth. And our souls, like cells of a large single whole, were scattered 
throughout the Universe by this explosion. At the same time, many fragments of 
negative energy fell into our energy shell. Due to this damage, our protective fields 
have become very small. Now, at the first appointment, I ask the patient's 
subconsciousness a question - "what are the dimensions of the protective field at 
the moment." It turns out that its size is 1–1.5 meters. If you immediately bring a 
person into a state of an infinite field, without giving him the opportunity to adapt 
to his changing state, without giving the people around him (after all, we live in 
society) to get used to the change of a specific person, we will get breakdowns, 
first of all, at the level of the physical body ... Considered in previous reports (2005 
and 2007. ) therapy steps restore the energy field up to 9 meters. The growth of 
the field at these stages is no more than 0.5-1 meters from reception to reception 
at the first stages, and 1-1.5 meters at the subsequent stages. From a size of 9 
meters, you can make a "jerk" of 12.5 meters. This step of therapy is work with K. 
Mkhitaryan's Constitutional Delusion Test.

I would like to share my experience of working with KDT.
We all come to Earth for a reason, but in order to go through some life 

lessons. It turns out that while in the physical body, we can go through the Twelve 
Basic Life Lessons. Lessons, of course, not like in school (chemistry, physics, 
biology, etc.) Psychological lessons. Thanks to K. Mkhitaryan, we can call them a 
language more accessible to us.

Let me give you an example. The lesson is "the struggle for one's own 
dignity", ie. I want to learn to live in such a way that my opinion is taken into 
account, but also not to go to fulfill my tasks over the heads of other people. With 
any people at different levels of the social ladder, I want to feel on an equal 
footing. Will the solution of this lesson help to merge into a single energy 
organism? Sure.

Another lesson is "self-expression". There are people around us who find it difficult to 
express what is in their souls. They are angry with others: “you don’t understand me!”, But they 
themselves cannot convey their ideas to other people. And they themselves suffer from this 
anger and irritation.

Lesson - “experiencing”. I want to learn to worry about the work entrusted to 
me, not to go with my recommendations where I do not understand anything. And it's 
your job to do so that there are no shortcomings! Do not live according to the principle 
- “take more, throw further, rest while it flies”, because if we are scattered, it is the task 
entrusted to us that suffers the most from this.

Another lesson is “find your way”. There are many roads and doors in front of a person. 
One is better than the other. And he doesn't like everything. In one door he will push - not that, 
in another - too. And between these doors there is a small gate, which he does not notice. And 
if she was pushed ... My God, all my life I wanted to sculpt clay pots (for
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example), I am fascinated by the movements of the potter's wheel ... And the most 
important thing is socially useful work! Any person, regardless of their position in 
society, eats from dishes!

How often do we beat around the bush, not understanding where we can 
apply our strength.

Passing and comprehending these lessons helps a person to merge into a 
single energetic organism and take OWN, worthy place in it!

To learn something, we go to lessons or seminars. And in order to learn how 
to distinguish situations from the surrounding events on the topic of our lesson, 
we must see them. So, before getting into the physical body, our soul chooses for 
itself a lesson that will be taught in this life. And he puts on a kind of "glasses", 
delusions, i.e. ideas about the world around. (Put on pink glasses - we see 
everything in pink, put on green - everything is green). Put on the appropriate 
"glasses" and incarnated into a physical body. Meanwhile and this world there is a 
veil, and this veil, most likely, we invented for ourselves. This veil allows you to 
forget how good “there” is. Because it is difficult to live in a physical body, but there 
are advantages - we can feel! If we had not forgotten, perhaps at the first 
difficulties we would not have been here. Maybe, this is what explains the 
syndrome of sudden death in pediatrics, when small children die for no apparent 
objective reason. They have not yet completely "forgotten" how good it is there. 
And, perhaps, the fantasies of young children up to 3-4-5 years old are also echoes 
of the same memory.

For example, they put on glasses "fighting for their own dignity." And they 
forgot. Growing up and looking at the world through these glasses. At 2 years of age, 
we cry, we were told, "still too small!", But the soul is an adult! At 4, at 8, at 20 ... What 
are our individual grievances? These are individual life lessons that help us gain 
experience. The study of any subject involves periodically passing tests and exams. 
That is, a situation arises in which we suffer emotionally much deeper. It is in this field 
that a large army of psychologists, psychotherapists and psychiatrists is working, 
helping people to get out of stressful situations. To pass a test or an exam in karmic 
terms means to act differently, i.e. look at the situation that has arisen from a different 
angle. You need to understand one simple thing - not because people do not reckon 
with us, that they have nothing else to do, but because, that we ourselves allow them 
to do it. Either we do not know how to express our thoughts, or we ourselves despise 
those around us and do not reckon with them, etc. And it is almost impossible for a 
person to evaluate himself from the outside. “In someone else's eye - we are looking 
for a speck, in ours - we do not notice a log!”.

Each of us in the people around us sees, as in a mirror, ourselves. With all its 
complexes. Our ART diagnostics is precisely based on this circumstance. When we 
test, the patient gives a positive answer to exactly those problems that are in 
himself. And he misses all the others!

We cried at the next “passing of the karmic test” for a month, two, three…. And we 
decided that we were not to blame for this situation! These are the people around us so bad 
that they offend us! As I lived, I will live! And God is the judge to all of them!…. This means only 
one thing - the test has not been passed! "Glasses" are not removed! Put them on yourself - and 
you have to take them off yourself. The person did not draw conclusions why such a situation 
arose with him. He got out of stress with hidden resentment and mental pain, continues to look 
at the world through the same "glasses". Another 5-10 Earth years goes to
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lessons - preparing for "retake". That is, after a while, a similar situation arises, but 
each time we suffer more and more. Until we understand - everything is in 
ourselves! If we want to change the world around us, we will have to start with 
ourselves! It is difficult to change yourself, it takes time. You need to learn to look 
at the world with different eyes, not get hung up on trifles, see and feel more 
objectively. And it is impossible to get rid of all your complexes at once. Therefore, 
it turns out that working with karmic programs requires several months, or even a 
year and a half.

When testing according to the algorithm I proposed, it is possible to 
determine which exam the patient is currently ready to "pass". And our 
conversation with him after testing should help him realize the problem that he 
must solve himself. Exactly the problem pointed out by his subconscious. We 
simply pull it out of the patient's subconscious to a conscious level. If the doctor 
works competently, has restored his energy shell before, then he will not take on 
anything. Just after testing, he will give the patient competent advice on what to do 
for the next 2-3 months. Approximately how long each of the psychological drugs 
works. This is a very short time to learn to look at the world with different eyes. 
And step by step, solving one psychological problem after another, we are 
gradually changing ourselves. Changing ourselves - we change the world around 
us.

What do we come to after "removing" the glasses? To those commandments 
that are written in the Bible. Aggression and irritability disappear. If earlier people 
(not only our neighbors, work colleagues, but also our closest relatives) who are in 
our environment annoyed us with what they did not in the way we saw fit, and we 
aggressively imposed our opinion on them - now we are do not annoy. We began 
to understand that they are going through their life lessons, preparing to pass 
their exams. And we already know how hard it is to change ourselves. Instead of 
irritation, we have other emotions - sympathy, empathy, pity. And to be sorry in 
Russian = to love. Love and gratitude move the world. And at the same time, we 
clearly understand, until they themselves understand that the problem is in 
themselves - there will be no sense. We will be happy to help them! But they will 
hear us only then, when they themselves understand that they are confused in this 
life and ask us for advice. And in this situation, we will tell them everything that we 
ourselves already know about the world around us. If we are able to convince of 
something, there is hope that this person will take the path of changing himself.

You come to a state of synchronicity - everything has its time. You begin to 
understand that since she has chosen life lessons for herself, then there is no one 
to be angry with! Life in our understanding is striped: black stripe - white stripe…. 
So, the black bar is our emotional background. And when we perceive the 
emerging situations - “wow, what a dreamer I am! come up with such a task! .... ”- 
our attitude to events is changing. If earlier, having done something wrong, we 
were engaged in "self-criticism", we lamented for a long time - why did I do this? 
Now we clearly understand - nothing accidental in this life happens. I did this in 
order to understand that this should not be done. I did it myself - I will redo it 
myself, but I will not do this anymore. We learn a lesson from each event. We start 
many events in our
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take life with humor. And thus we narrow down the black stripes we have invented. 
And the "white" stripes in our life are beginning to expand. And it becomes more 
joyful for us to live.

John E. Upledger introduces the concept of an "energy cyst", the formation 
of which in the body is facilitated by negative emotions such as fear, anger, guilt. 
Positive emotions - love, joy, happiness - contribute to the dissipation of energy 
brought in from outside and subsequent healing and rehabilitation. Energy cysts in 
our living space are formed under the influence of various factors. The same 
author notes - “it would be appropriate to talk about emotionally conditioned 
energy cysts, toxicly conditioned, karmically conditioned, virally conditioned,

traumatic energy cysts, etc. An energy cyst can obstruct the flow of energy along

acupuncture meridian anywhere in the flow. In this case, pain can be felt in the 
corresponding internal organs or anywhere else along the meridian. Therefore, the 
painful area does not always indicate the location of the energy cyst. "

With the capabilities of ART diagnostics, we can clearly determine the 
location of the energy cyst. I have already noted, building a "triangle" during 
testing, we clearly define
energetically interconnected organs, i.e. problems which cannot be solved 
individually. Solving them, we improve the general energy state of a person and 
thereby unload those organs that do not sound in the chain during testing.

When working with the Constitutional Delusion Test, I consider the 
resonance scale of connective tissue to be the main control criterion. Moreover, it 
is possible to work with CDT (as I believe) from ST indicators of 87–90 (± 2–4 
conventional units). And the optimal step at this stage is to bring ST to 100. I build 
the following chain:

1. Expose the pineal gland (usually D400-800-2000). Decrease in measuring
blood does not happen.

2. Pointer to the problem - in the first window of the FTC, I determine mentally - from
which folder and which specific index to take, the potency of the index drug. Then I 
connect the selector, thereby double-checking myself and the correctness of the 
selection. This pointer lowers the original measurement level.

3. I determine the target organ from the second window of the CDT, I also go to it
mentally, I determine the organopreparation, its potency. I connect the selector, 
thereby double-checking myself. This pointer does not lower the original 
measurement level.

4. I select a medication from the general list, work out its scheme. Having picked up 
the drug, before writing it down in the selector and giving it to the patient, I double-
check - what indicator of the CT scale it displays. If displays at 100

- then everything is done correctly.

After working out the CDT and bringing a person to ST 100, the dimensions of the 
protective field (calculated empirically) become 12.5 meters.

Then you can deploy the protective field to infinity. The person is already 
ready for this therapy and tolerates it quite well. Difficulty for me is
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how to target the drug at the problem, through which sign to get close.
Having analyzed a fairly large number of patients (the figures will be given 

at the end of the report), we managed to catch patterns in the subsequent steps of 
therapy. Here are the results.

7th step of therapy - bringing a person to an endless field. Here Vipera redi 
D400 is both a control criterion and an indicator of the problem. It is located in the first 
window of the CDT, the "sum" folder. I build the triangle again. Epiphysis  +
Vipera redi D400   + organopreparation from the second window of the CDT   + medication 
from the general list of medications  .

The 8th step of therapy is work on an endless field, a kind of "polishing" of it. 
Here, the control criterion is the D200 Chernobyl precipitation. This pointer is 
located in the first window of the VRT, the folder "radioactive load". The most often 
(not always!) Indicator of the problem is the Dominant focus: Causticum D400  + 
organopreparation   + medication  .
Having picked up the medication, I double-check it according to the control 
criterion. I believe that this control criterion allows you to remove sensitivity to all 
negative external influences.

9 step therapy. Here, the control criterion is Chrommet. D800. It is located in 
the first window of ART, the folder "determining the force field of the researcher", 
called "the force field of the doctor is greater than the force field of the patient." I 
understand it this way. We are all equal in the common energy field. We, 
information therapy physicians, first walk the path of recovery entirely on our own, 
i.e. our field at all stages of work is more than the field of the patient. So with this 
step, we bring our patients to a level equal to us energetically. A pointer to a 
problem at this stage is most often (not always!) A drug from the "cicatricial 
interference fields" folder in the first ART window: called Sulfur D400  + 
organopreparation   + medication  . Having picked up the medication, I double-
check it according to the control criterion.

According to the proposed algorithm, the following number of patients was carried out 
until January 2008.
Therapy of miasms was prepared and carried out - 959 
people, of which 599 people were treated for deep mycoses,
of them, cleaning and the formation of karmic space was carried out - 543 people,

of them work was carried out with the atmic body - 459 people,
of them, work was carried out with the installation of a magnetic center - 412 
people, of whom work was carried out to remove immunosuppression - 307 people, 
of whom work on CDT was carried out - 317 people,
of them work was carried out through the control criterion Vipera redi D400 - 264 people, of 
which work was carried out through the control criterion Chernobyl precipitation D200 - 117 
people,
of them, work was carried out through the control criterion Chrommet. D800 - 27 people.

I would like to note that with the appearance of the diagnostic resonance scale 
of connective tissue developed by M. Shraibman, there are less chances to "go astray" 
from the path of recovery. Having a very clear control criterion in the form of a CT 
scale, it was possible to shorten some stages in time. For example, stage with
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the installation of a magnetic center and the removal of immunodeficiency today 
can often be completed in one step, choosing therapy through a blocked
meridian.
immunosuppression - 307 people, and work on CDT - 317 people)

(Exactly by this are explained numbers: Job on removing

I would like to end my report with quotes from the book by Barbara Marsiniak “The Way
strength ".

“The real knowledge that you are looking for is within you. You are here to 
experience exactly what you are trying to cope with. This knowledge, and the 
knowledge that free will always gives you a choice, can empower you to change 
the course of your life for the better. Your possibilities to create the world are 
endless, and the more you are engaged in balancing and harmonizing your own 
environment, the more you will achieve by changing the world in which you live. 
Thinking, feeling, speaking, acting, dreaming, desiring and existing, you are 
constantly generating frequencies. The more responsibility you are ready to take 
upon yourself for creating your own life, the more global truths you can 
comprehend and accept. Responsibility opens the door to gaining great Power. 
Empowering life begins when you gain control of your thoughts. "

“Living on Earth at this time means learning to control energy from the 
standpoint of the physical body. Accepting the ever-increasing understanding that 
your thoughts create the reality around you helps transform consciousness and 
spiritual awakening of humanity. Your ability to cope with change on a conscious 
level and effectively change the world through conscious choice is a sign of your 
gaining Power. "

And again I would like to express my deep gratitude to the entire team of the 
IMEDIS Center for the annual opportunity provided to us to communicate and 
exchange accumulated experience, for the opportunity for creative work.
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